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Community Organization and Development Project 
Using the Psycho-soc io-cultura l Methodology 

 

These photographs give you an outline of the project which is installing solar 
energy systems and wood-saving Efficient Clay Stoves (ECS) in 14 village 
communities in the East and the Centre of Cameroon. They show you how the 
inhabitants live, which problems they face and what are the means and the 
strategies they have to solve their problems. The project is directed by a 
scientific methodology developed in South America, Middle East and Europe, 
adapted to the Central African context. The goal of the project is to find 
solutions for the challenges and the needs identified by the communities, such 
as: Drinking water, health, food security, complementary education, 
sustainable agriculture and community forestry production, means of 
communication and transport as well as the improvement of the village 
organization.

 



1. Project Context (Geographical basins of the Dja and Nyong River) 

!

Moungoulou:!A!traditional!housing!of!the!Bakas.!Today,!the!houses!
made!of!!earth!bricks!tend!to!dominate!although!they!are!not!more!
robust!or!hygienic.!

!

Generally,! the!stove,!an!open!fire,! is! in! the!house.!Smoke!repells! the!
insects!and!preserves! fish,!but!harms!also!the!respiratory!system!and!
the!vision!of!the!inhabitants.!

 

!

Women! must! go! long! distances! in! search! of! firewood.! This!
contributes!to!the!degradation!of!the!last!forests!in!the!dry!North!of!
the!country.!

!

The! populations! live! of! and! with! the! surrounding! nature.! The!
destruction! of! the! forest,! initiated! and! accelerated! by! the! logging!
industry,! implies! the! degradation! of! the! life! conditions! of! the!
inhabitants.!

!
The!forests,!once!made!accessible! to!the!peasants!from!the!village,!
are!often!further!degraded!by!an!agriculture!based!on!slashing!and!
burning.! Our! project! will! promote! an! agriculture! that! produces!
better!by!protecting!the!soils.!

!

In!the!villages,!the!population!lives!in!a!constant!shortage!of!light!and!
electricity,! constituting! an! important! obstacle! for! the! development!
and!the!education!of!the!young!generation.!



2. Training 

!

During!5!months!of!training!(April!to!October!2010)!in!psychoM
socioMcultural!methodology,!29!women!and!men!of!22!ethnic!
groups!became!technicians!on!community!development!and!
organization.!!

!
Women!and!men,!who!participate,!discuss!with!a!lot!of!commitment!
with!experts,!for!example!about!the!importance!of!village!structures!
that! guarantee! a! sustainable! and! human! development.! These! are!
the! first! Africans! to! realize! scientific! researches! in! their! own!
communities.!

!
During! subtle! exchanges!with!our! team,! the! inhabitants! transmit!
an! extensive! comprehension! of! life! and! needs! in! their!
communities.!

!
Next,! after! synthesizing! all! the! results! of! the! research,! the! project!
analyzes!the!conditions!of!life!and!the!psychoMsocioMcultural!state!of!
the!villages!to!determine!the!solutions!to!be!applied!with!priority.!

!

The!effective!implementation!of!the!project!starts!with!theoretical!
and! practical! trainings! for! the! students! selected! by! the!
communities.! They! learn,! for! example,! the! usage! and! the!
construction! of! the! Efficient! Clay! Stoves,! exclusively! using! local!
materials.!!

!

The! functioning! of! solar! energy! is! explained! so! that! the! village!
becomes! acquainted! with! the! advantages! of! this! technique.! The!
village!people!are!trained!to!install!and!maintain!the!equipment,! to!
reach! the! technical!autonomy! in! their!villages.!Otherwise,! they!will!
be! dependant! on! external! specialists! and! will! remain! prisoners! of!
many!delays!and!expenditures!related!to!this.!



 

3. Energy Phase of the Project 

!

In! the!dry!and!already!quite!deforested!North,! the! solar!cookers! can!
replace! an! open! inefficient! fire,! and! relieve! the! women! that! must!
search!for!less!firewood.!!

!

The! "Norwegian! Pot",!made! of! cotton,! and! efficient! clay! stoves!
save!up!to!80%!of!wood.!They!are!appreciated!in!the!dry!North!as!
well!as!in!the!rainy!South.!

!

Preparation! for! the!
construction!of!an!efficient!
clay! stove.! After! the!
training,! the! students!
formed! by! the! project!
show! their! knowMhow! and!
establish! the! appreciated!
solutions! themselves! in!
their! communities.! The!
balance! between! gender!
and! between! ages! is!
assuring! the! community’s!
participation! without! any!
discrimination.! !

Baka! women! and! men! prepare! a! solar! installation! for! a!
household,!during!the!training!in!Kwoamb,!East,!in!June!2011.!

!

The! solar! power! allowed! the! inhabitants! of! the! Baka! village! of!
Missoume! to!watch! the! Football!World!Cup! in!South!Africa!2010!for!
the!first!time!ever.!

!

A!new!generation,!the!SOLAR!GENERATION!arrives,!that!will!take!
action! to! solve! the! needs!of! their! communities.! A! development!
that!comes!from!inside!the!community,!accompanied!by!a!village!
organization!needed!to!solve!all!the!problems.!


